A Visit from Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh

Which Book Did We Read?:

**Hey, Water!**
By Antoinette Portis

**We Are Water Protectors**
By Carole Lindstrom

**Crab Cake**
By Andrea Tsurumi

Children learn by talking with you. Ask:
What are some ways we use water in our home?

We learned a new word:
**steam**
(n) the vapor that water is converted to when it is heated.

"STEAM: You hide in the air and drift." from **Hey Water!**
by Antoinette Portis
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Talking, singing, reading, writing and playing with young children helps them to be ready to read in Kindergarten. You are your child's first and most important teacher.

Want to know more? carnegielibrary.org

Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
130 S. Whitfield Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
Who visited your class today?